VACUUM DRUM
MIXER

THE VACUUM DRUM MIXER
IS THE SOLUTION FOR YOU
The vacuum drum mixer is a great solution
for customers who prefer to mix their product
directly in the shipping container. A drum or
bucket is secured on a steel platform using
a mouting bracket and tightening strap. The
vacuum bell can then be lowered and vacuum
applied. Two sight glasses provide visual access
to the product during the process and an
electronic vacuum switch monitors the level of
vacuum applied. A semi-automatic control panel
can automate the vacuum and mixing process
through easy to set timers. A single start button
runs the entire process.

SPACE AND TIME SAVER
This setup can save space and time in smaller
factory settings and offers simplistic mixing with
no intermediate vessel. It is truly a plug and play
solution for vacuum drum and bucket mixing.

WHY CHOOSE SCHOLD
A trusted name since 1949, Schold has made
breakthroughs and improvements, but one thing
has held true—we have continually remained a
client-centric solutions provider. While we offer
a variety of standardized machinery models,
we will also work with you to design, fabricate
and install entirely customized solutions based
on your application needs. Beyond installation,
it is our commitment to provide unparalleled
customer service. You can count on Schold for
more than just reliable equipment, you can count
on us to be a trusted partner to your business.
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CONVENIENCE |
Mix your product directly in the shipping
container. Whether it be drum, bucket, or
anything else, your product is efficiently
processed inside the vacuum bell.

SAFETY ENGINEERED |
Pressure gauge and sight glasses, as well
as an electronic vacuum switch allow easy
monitoring of the product and process
through full vacuum.

ROBUST DESIGN |
Bell drum certifiied for full vacuum, and
then some. Stainless steel agitator shaft,
tapered and turned for high-efficiency and
stable dispersing.
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